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Note from the Editor
Welcome!
I am honored to share the 2nd issue of Thriller Magazine with you! This publication brings
together a variety of phenomenal fiction, artwork, book reviews, and author interviews. In terms of
short stories, this issue offers a wide range of tales, showcasing everything from physiological
thrillers, to brutal tales of murder, to political thrillers, and much more. The background of each
featured author is very different as some are seasoned writers while others are new to the industry.
However, what I really love about all the stories is that each one possesses its own distinct
storytelling style, and the reader can feel the author’s passion for their writings.
We are also proud to share two book reviews, one for Give Place to Wrath by Steven
Harms and the other for Midnight Blues by Robert Kidera. Both these works are recent releases
that have been well received by audiences. Each review also includes an interview with the novel’s
author where we got a chance to discuss their writing processes, techniques, and advice to aspiring
writers.
The artwork featured inside this issue was created by a new technique called “pyro-painting.”
The artist, Michael Stewart, was kind enough to describe how he uses this technique to craft his
paintings.
Working with all the authors and artists to put this issue together was a real pleasure. Each
story and artwork presented in this issue offers something different and makes this issue whole. So
sit back, take a deep breath, and let your mind get lost for a while in the breathtaking stories that are
about to be told!
Sincerely,
Ammar Habib
Editor-In-Chief of Thriller Magazine
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Straight Shooter
-----------

CHRIS FORTUNATO

On

she craved. Instead, it masked a deep
secretiveness, and Danny spent long hours
away from home at the machine shop where
he worked and riding the old highways
through farm country with his biker friends.
From time to time the scent of trouble
invaded the house and Danny would return in
the evening with welts and abrasions,
speaking cryptically of feuds that only men of
a certain type can concoct. Perhaps, Helen
wondered, one of those inscrutable conflicts
had driven him away. And now mother and
daughter were left to fend for themselves.
“Yes, honey. What about him?”
“I broke up with him a month ago,
but he won’t leave me alone. He waits for me
after school and follows me. He keeps texting
me. He just won’t take no for an answer. He
insists we get back together.”
Helen had seen Mike once from a
distance. He had the hard face of an athlete
and sported a retro pompadour. Helen knew
that some ingrained good sense within Cheryl
understood that Mike was not the kind of boy
she should bring home. He had the scent of
the streets about him, ready to combat any
affront to his carefully constructed demeanor.
He had lost all his battles with the world but
fought on in sullen disregard for alternative
opportunities. Pleasantries would only be a
form of ultimate surrender. Helen honored
Cheryl’s good sense in not bringing him home
to sit at the dinner table for an hour.
“Have you been really clear with him
that it’s over and he should move on?”

a late fall day when Helen Crossley

didn’t have to work at the supermarket and
was catching up on her laundry and cleaning,
her daughter, Cheryl, sat down next to the
towels on the bed, tipping them over. Helen
hesitated to scold her daughter, for the
attention her daughter was giving her,
however clumsy, had been denied her during
the past three months of Danny's absence.
Her husband’s departure for Montana on his
Harley with little more than a bedroll to be
with his new friends from the Purgatory Posse
had left both Helen and Cheryl mute and
sullen with confusion. Now it seemed like
Cheryl wanted to communicate like a
daughter should.
“What is it, honey?”
“You know that guy Mike I told you
about, Mom?” Cheryl asked, looking squarely
at her mother.
Oh, please, don’t say you’re pregnant.
I don’t want some lazy greaser as a son-in-law.
With Danny’s absence, Helen had
found herself playing the role of both mother
and father in a script with more silences and
slammed doors than revealing dialogue.
During her long days at the Valu-Mart’s cash
register, she had tried to analyze what had
gone wrong that caused Danny to leave so
abruptly. He woke up one morning, said, “I
hate this,” and departed their rented bungalow
without even having a cup of coffee. Right
out of high school, Helen had fallen for
Danny’s easy affability, which she had hoped
would deliver the companionable domesticity
5
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“I couldn’t have been more clear,
Mom. He even grabbed me on the street this
afternoon. Look, I’m going to have a bruise
on my arm.” She pulled up the sleeve of her
blouse and showed her mother her thin right
bicep, like a child would a scrape that required
a kiss. “Should we go to the police?”
In the weeks following Danny’s
departure, Helen’s attempts to be closer to
Cheryl had been viewed as intemperate
intrusions upon the edifice of hurt Cheryl had
constructed. Cheryl had been resolute in her
withdrawal as if Danny’s deciding he needed
to hang out with a motorcycle gang in
Montana was her mother’s fault. Now with
Cheryl imperiled by a thuggish boy who
couldn’t handle rejection, Helen didn’t want
to lose this opportunity to redeem her
position in her daughter’s life. She remained
calm and steely just as she knew Danny would
be when faced with such a situation.
“Mom, what should we do? Go to the
police?”
“No, honey. Not just yet.”
Helen remembered the Ruger SpeedSix Danny had left in the bottom of the
bureau drawer. He didn’t want to carry it
across the country in case the cops hassled
him. He claimed the gun was unlicensed and
that he had only used it once years ago to
send a warning to someone. Helen had a
warning she wanted to send, a permanent
warning.
“You just stay aloof, honey. Always
have friends with you. If he persists, then we’ll
call the police. And the friends will be
witnesses.”
“Okay, Mom.”
Helen was pleased that her churlish
daughter so readily accepted her advice. She
was soon going to offer a solution that would

join them together in the loving, supportive
way a mother and daughter should be joined.
Over the next week, Helen scouted
the little tarpaper cottage where Mike lived
with his father. It was on a quiet street of
houses with torn screens and peeling paint.
Then she took the pistol into the woods to
test its workability. Danny had left the
chamber loaded. She fired one shot into a tree
trunk. The bullet whooshed from the short
barrel, straight and true. The sound crackled
like a firecracker. This should do the job,
Helen thought. Satisfied, she drove home.
“That boy still giving you any
trouble?” she asked her daughter a day later.
“He followed me in his car all along
Prescott Street this morning. But I was with
Louise and Hank so he didn’t try anything.”
“Doesn’t this guy have a job to go to?
Doesn’t he have something better to do than
harass you?”
“’Fraid not, Mom. He’s one of those
guys who can’t hold down a job because he
always knows more than the boss. I think he’s
dealing drugs with one of his buddies.”
“You think? You must have some
evidence.”
“Well, there always used to be hushhush talk about deals and driving into the city.
His dad is a drunk and has no idea what is
going on.”
Clearly, Cheryl, for all her sassiness
and rebellion, had gotten scared being close to
people on the wrong side of the law. She
knew when she was in over her head. She was
a good girl, after all.
Helen knew what she had to do. She
drove to the little red tarpaper cottage Mike
shared with his father and parked up the
street. She placed her string bag with the
Ruger over her arm and walked down the
6
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sidewalk casually, as if she was walking home
with a few items from the grocery store. She
was going to ring the bell, shoot, then walk
away, nice and calm.
As her footsteps clacked purposefully
on the sidewalk, she regarded with pleasure
the overgrown foliage surrounding the drive
and clawing up the side of the cottage, serving
to mask sounds and hide bloody deeds. If the
father came to the door, she would ask for
Mike, and then shoot him as soon as he
appeared. But she saw that it was going to be
easier than that. Sometimes good fortune
follows you wherever you go. It looked like
Mike was working on his car in the driveway,
his head under the hood of the maroon
Crown Victoria Cheryl said he drove.
She walked up the drive slowly, the
cold Ruger hanging from her bony fingers.
“You Mike?” she asked the boy
leaning over the engine.
“Who’s asking?” The boy barely
looked up from the carburetor he had been
tampering with. He had long gelatinous hair,
combed back from his forehead. His arm was
deep inside the engine, pulling at something,
his attitude simmering with disregard at
Helen’s attempt at a pleasant entreaty.
“Your attitude is annoying,” Helen
said softly.
He ignored her. Helen fired once,
from three feet away, and the bullet hit him
under his left shoulder blade. The sound
sizzled in her ear, and then all was silent
except for a gust of wind chafing the
surrounding shrubbery. The boy slumped
over the engine, a red spot growing on his Tshirt. Helen placed the Ruger back in her
string bag and walked down the driveway to
the sidewalk. From there, she turned back to
look, and the boy still appeared to be working

on his engine. Good fortune had rewarded
her once again.
The following day, Cheryl announced,
“Someone killed Mike’s friend, Wade
Hendricks.”
Cheryl sat at the kitchen table with her
friend, Louise, who busily scrolled through
messages on her phone.
Helen tried to act like an oblivious
parent learning the news of the street from
the kids.
“Who is Wade?” she asked as calmly
as she could.
“He was such a jerk,” offered Louise.
“Even worse than Mike,” Cheryl said.
Both girls laughed.
“My father works at City Hall,” Louise
said. “And he told me they are looking at this
as a hit from a rival drug gang. It was very
professional, very clean.”
Helen experienced a momentary
tremor of pride that she had accomplished
something so praiseworthy by the local police.
She had conducted herself in a cool and
efficient manner. That the drug dealer she
shot had an arrogant personality had been
evident from the way he barely acknowledged
her presence when she walked up behind him.
So irritating. According to Louise, nobody
liked him, and even the police seemed pleased
that the druggies had taken care of one of
their own. Yet, she had not killed the boy she
had intended to kill, and this disturbed her for
a few days.
Despite her mistake, good fortune
provided her with the result she had sought.
Mike now kept a low profile and no longer
harassed Cheryl, fearful that he was next on
the rival gang’s hit list.
Cheryl, exhibiting a more convivial
demeanor with her mother, shared
7
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information about her classes and her friends
and her excitement for starting college in the
fall. Often, as they ate dinner at the kitchen
table, Helen would observe her daughter’s
lank beauty, her insouciance, and knew that
she was indeed Danny’s daughter. Helen saw
that Cheryl, just like Danny, possessed a
secretiveness that masked vindictiveness. Yet
Helen determined she would not let her
daughter drift away as Danny had. Life was
too lonely without someone to cling to.
Looking at herself in the mirror one
morning, Helen wondered if her cheeks had
taken on the declivities of a sullen murderer.
Even her eyes had the lifeless gaze she saw on
Post Office wanted pictures. Helen now took
to applying a little rouge to her cheeks and
dabbed her lips from time to time with a pink
gloss. The dusky oleaginous fragrance of her
cosmetics lifted her from the memory of her
squalid deed. Cheryl hinted worriedly that her
mother might be showing interest in a man,
but Helen, delighting in the insinuation,
denied it.
Danny had sent occasional postcards
since last September when he finally arrived in
a small town outside Billings. The messages
described the basic contours of his new life in
Montana—a small apartment, work in a
foreign-car dealership, friends in the
Purgatory Posse. The sloppily printed
messages with their dirty-finger smudges, the
attempts at jocularity that masked the
emptiness he felt, revealed to both Helen and
Cheryl the child that he was. He had lived his
life as if nobody else’s feelings mattered. But
their anger at his departure had never risen to
the point of rejection. In a rare phone call, he
had even suggested they move out to
Montana to be with him. He treated his
sudden departure not as abandonment but as

a scouting mission, successfully accomplished.
Helen held on to a skeptical attitude as she
was not yet willing to abrogate the closeness
she had achieved with her daughter. She
needed to extract as much credit as possible,
which meant holding Danny off for a while
longer. She and Cheryl had determined that
they wouldn’t tell Danny anything about what
had gone on. After all, Helen had the situation
well in hand, and a mother and daughter had
to have their own secrets.
Helen even felt that Danny’s absence
was binding them in some way, making each
of them appreciate what the other person
offered no matter how capriciously the breakup had been contrived.
In time, Danny directed his terse
missives toward Cheryl, admonishing her to
do well in school and make plans for a career.
Helen knew that he was, perhaps for the first
time, facing the deficiencies in his emotional
makeup. At Christmastime, he slipped a
hundred-dollar bill into a card and sent it to
them as if he assumed it would serve as
compensation for his shortcomings. In return,
they sent a photograph of themselves sitting
in front of a table-top Christmas tree, a photo
that Helen hoped conveyed a message that he
still had a commitment to a wife and
daughter, no matter how tenuous.
From time to time, the killing of Wade
Hendricks would come up, and Helen would
find herself cherishing any mention of how
his death had been welcomed by everyone in
the community and that Mike was still
keeping a low profile. Helen realized that she
was perhaps too interested in hearing of the
positive results of Wade’s demise and had
made her complicity too obvious to her
daughter. Cheryl, sensing that her mother
might be willing to break the bonds of her
8
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restraint, began to ask a few pointed
questions.
“Did you ever see where Mike lives
with his father? It’s really creepy. I can’t
imagine he wants to stay there.”
“Oh, no, I never saw it,” Helen said
dreamily. “I’m sure it is creepy.”
Over time, mother and daughter
achieved a quiet affirmation that what had
happened should not be explored too deeply.
However, at intervals a discussion covering
the positive aspects of Cheryl’s life, such as
her improved grades or her new boyfriend
who wanted to be a doctor, would bring them
together in a paroxysm of mother-daughter
affection.
Months later, almost at the end of the
school year, Cheryl turned sullen again,
complaining that she was having trouble with
the future doctor.
“Do you mean that nice boy Howie?”
Helen asked. She remembered how clean cut
and deferential he had been both times Cheryl
had invited him to the house. He looked so
handsome and fit in his blue V-neck sweater
with his luxuriant blonde hair so nicely
combed and parted.
“Mom, he turned out to be a wolf in
sheep’s clothing. He’s going to Johns Hopkins
for pre-med and I’m going to SUNY
Purchase, so I figured it would be best to
break up now and be mature about the reality
of the situation.”
“You are entirely correct, honey. That
is a mature attitude.”
“The problem is that he’s gotten really
defensive and angry, and he’s threatened to
hurt me.”
“Hurt you! How?”

“He says he’ll take me to the woods
with his surgical instruments and teach me a
lesson I won’t forget.”
Helen took a deep breath and tried to
remain calm. At this point, Helen looked
fearfully at her daughter and Cheryl peered
skittishly at her mother. All the love, anger,
and uncertainty both mother and daughter
had possessed over the past few months
converged like two streams feeding into the
same river.
As if answering an unspoken question,
Cheryl sulked a bit and said, “He always goes
jogging on the North Side trail at six in the
afternoon just like I used to do. Now I can’t
do that anymore.”
“Settle down, honey,” Helen replied.
“Do what you did last time. Stay close to your
friends. There’s safety in numbers.”
The following day, Helen placed the
Ruger Speed-Six, with its four remaining
bullets, into her string bag, put on her jogging
shoes, and drove up to the North Side trail.
Starting from the trailhead at the small
parking lot, she walked along a gently
inclining dirt path. Over a ten-minute period,
only one jogger passed her from behind and
one passed running toward her. At a point
where the trail leveled off, Helen found a tall
boulder set off about twenty feet into the
woods and hid behind that.
She tore some branches from a maple
sapling and placed them in front of her so she
could peer through the leaves. Over the
course of an hour, six joggers passed going
each way. She determined that when she
spotted Howie, there would be a great
probability of no other jogger being within
five minutes of him. All she needed was ten
seconds.
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Then she spotted him, loping along
without a care in the world. Mister wellgroomed athlete, future physician ministering
to the bumps, scrapes, and illnesses of the
multitudes, all the while threatening to
eviscerate her precious daughter. A wolf in
sheep’s clothing, indeed. This would stop.
Helen stepped out from behind the
rock and held up her hand.
“Mrs. Crossley. How are you?” As
Howie continued jogging in place, Helen
detected a smile of condescension on his
handsome face.
“Will you stop that silly jogging in
place business and listen to me. I have
something to tell you.” She didn’t want a
moving target. She stepped onto the jogging
path, and in taking the Ruger from her string
bag, she was so irritated at his bobbing up and
down that she dropped the pistol onto the
dirt.
Seeing it, Howie began sprinting down
the path. Helen picked up the Ruger, cursing
fortune that had so capriciously betrayed her,
and fired two shots at the fleeing boy. One of
them hit him in the hip, and a dark stain
blossomed on his running shorts as he fell
onto the ground.
Helen raced up to him, knowing she
had no time for delay and aware that she only
had two shots left in the chamber.
“Why?” he moaned, turning onto his
good hip to look at her.
There was no time for discussion. She
knew he should understand why. She pressed
the pistol under his left shoulder blade and
fired. One more bad boy had met his maker.
Racing back into the woods, Helen
realized she hadn’t properly planned out an
escape route. She ran frantically through the
forest as if someone was chasing her, and

then she stopped and listened for any sounds
of alarm. All was silent. She noticed that her
windbreaker was splattered with blood. Even
good fortune had its little flaws. She had to
get rid of the windbreaker as well as the pistol.
She took off the windbreaker, rubbed it on
the ground to get it as dirty as possible, and
buried it under a pile of sodden leaves,
making sure the pile of leaves looked
untouched. Reaching into another pile of
leaves, she pressed the pistol into the soft
earth as far as she could push it. She imagined
the police would have to excavate acres of
rough terrain to find evidence, which she was
sure they were loath to do. At last she found
a secluded spot where she could reenter the
path just a minute’s walk from where she had
parked her car. Seeing nobody in either
direction, she walked calmly to her car.
She heard no shouting, no sirens
sounding in the distance. For a moment,
Helen wondered if she had shot Howie or had
just imagined it. She checked her string bag
and found no gun there. For a moment, she
felt she could train herself to believe that
nothing had happened, that the events of the
past few minutes could, through some
meditative process, be pushed into a distant
absolving past. She drove home calmly, taking
deep breaths, and tried to keep her thoughts
on what she might put into the salad tonight.
Back in her kitchen, and relieved at
Cheryl’s absence, Helen busied herself
warming up the soup she had made that
morning and putting together a tossed salad.
Then she began cleaning out one of the
refrigerator shelves to give the impression of
having been thoroughly engaged in an activity
far apart from stealthily shooting a brilliant,
well-groomed stalker.
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Cheryl returned home a half hour later
and threw her backpack onto one of the
kitchen chairs. She was with her friend Louise.
“Hi, Mom. Do you mind if Louise
stays for dinner?”
“Of course not,” Helen said, wiping
her brow to draw attention to her hours’ long
efforts in the kitchen. “Hi, Louise. Make
yourself at home.”
After a moment, Cheryl said, “Howie
was shot and killed tonight on the jogging
path.”
“Oh, that’s horrible,” Helen said,
keeping her face averted as she rinsed the
glass refrigerator shelf and began drying it
with a dish towel.
Louise spoke up. “Two shots in the
back, my dad told me. His girlfriend is totally
freaking out. Her mother called the doctor to
have her sedated.”
“His girlfriend?” Helen asked.
“Sure,” Louise chirped. “After he
dumped poor Cheryl here, he went after the
head cheerleader, Little Miss Perfect.”
Cheryl looked at Louise sharply as if
silently urging her to curb her effusiveness,
but Louise, like a true gossip, liked to display
all her knowledge. “Allison Hastings. Never a
grade lower than an A. Never a pimple.
Beautiful blue eyes. Smells like a rose. Perfect
figure. On the way to having two point five
children and spending the next forty years of
her life in an eight-room Colonial in
Larchmont. Nothing worse than a hangnail
has ever happened to her.” Louise sat back,
proud of her expert insights, while Helen
stared at her.
“Well, that’s just terrible now, isn’t it?”
Helen said. “How could such a terrible thing
happen?” She studied her daughter’s blank
expression, unimpeded by remorse.

Helen remembered the dropped
pistol, her frantic effort to retrieve it from the
ground, Howie’s sudden, athletic sprint, her
frantic shots, his pathetic question, “Why?”
And then the last hurried coupe-de-grace. The
image of the perfect cheerleader flashed in her
mind. The perfect girl with her straight A’s
and flawless body. Helen started to laugh. She
couldn’t stop. It was the funniest joke she had
ever heard.
Alison Hastings, smelling like a rose!
Helen’s laughter erupted like a flight of
starlings, bursting recklessly in the kitchen,
stilling the two girls, whose stark,
uncomprehending faces, seemed, in the face
of Helen’s inexplicable laughter, stern and
reproving. Seeing the girls make no reaction
to her roiling emotions, Helen laughed all the
way up to the point where she was crying as
well as laughing, and then the laughter gave
way to tears and sobs, which rolled out of her
sloppily in a flood. She stepped away from the
counter, her hand over her contorted mouth,
and she seemed on the way to throwing
herself into the girls’ arms.
Instead, she careened out of the
kitchen and into the living room where she
opened the battered sideboard and pulled out
a bottle of Scotch and a small glass. She
poured herself a drink and took a long
gasping draught. Her tears stopped as quickly
as they had come. Helen stood in the living
room, glass in hand, and watched Cheryl and
Louise, both clutching cell phones, whispering
back and forth across the kitchen table.
“Mom, we’re going to serve
ourselves,” Cheryl called into the living room.
How cool. The appetite of a teenager was an
implacable force.
“Sure, hon,” Helen called back. “It’s
all ready.”
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That’s right, girls, go on with your
gossipy lives. Who do you want killed next?
Having retreated so miserably, Helen
struggled to regain her authority.
“Want some, Mom?” Cheryl called.
“Oh no, honey. I’m going to have my
drink.” Her voice trembled like a violin string.
She was glad now that she had hidden the gun
in the woods, for if it was still in the house
she might be inclined to fire it into the
kitchen. But she couldn’t stand here breaking
apart, letting her anger control her. She took
another deep drink. If she could change the
reality in her heart, she could change it in
someone else’s, too. She wondered if she had
heard that sentiment from a motivational
speaker or if it was entirely her own.
As she drained the glass of Scotch, a
wicked thought came to her, a thought so
profound, so grounded in psychological truth
that it astounded her, a thought that placed
Cheryl back in the palm of her hand.
“You know, girls,” Helen said as she
reentered the kitchen, “Allison, the perfect
one, may have been the killer. All evidence
points to that. We know that Howie was
unfaithful to his girlfriends, dumping one in
favor of another who seemed better.”
Helen offered a knowing glance to
Cheryl, who smiled faintly.
“I would presume that Howie was
going to ditch Allison,” Helen continued.
“And she couldn’t take it. It threatened to
ruin her perfect life. And looking at the hit,
very amateurish.”
“Why would you say it was
amateurish?” Louise asked.
“When that greaser, Wade, was killed,
I heard you say it was with one shot, clean
and efficient. Professional, you said. Now
Howie is downed with two shots and he was

running away. Amateur hour, I’d say.” Helen
was in high dudgeon.
“I guess you’re right,” Louise said.
“We need to wait and see where the evidence
points.”
Helen placed a little salad on a plate
and began eating it while leaning against the
sink. The girls were silent, staring at their
phones, scrolling for gossip. The abrupt and
assured conclusion drawn by Helen had stilled
the conversation. The dark glint shadowing
her eyes offered no room for compromise.
She struck a pose of absolute certainty,
spearing her lettuce and cucumber with
assertive resolve. Her silence rang loud in the
room. Finally, Louise departed, reluctant to
say any more.
“Let’s go sit in the living room,”
Helen said to Cheryl. She poured herself
another drink before sitting next to her
daughter.
Cheryl’s
demeanor,
so
often
impulsive, now had no fixed target from
which to extract rewards. Uncertainty calmed
her, yet a glow of expectation rather than fear
alerted her eyes.
A police siren screeched from a
distance, and the sound of the churning V-8
engine of the cruiser filled the street, growing
nearer and nearer. Helen and Cheryl looked at
each other, expectant, but the police cruiser
swept past, and silence closed in behind it,
returning mother and daughter to their silent
symmetry on the couch.
“Cheryl,” Helen said at last. “After
you graduate this week, let’s abandon the lease
on the house, pack the car, and drive out to
Montana to live with your father.”
“Really,” Cheryl said. “You want to
get back with him?”
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“Sure. And he wants to be with us,
honey. He was just going through a strange
time.”
“I guess we all were,” Cheryl
whispered.

Both Helen and Cheryl gazed silently
through the picture window at the calm of a
waning spring day, and neither of them could
think of anything more to say.
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Thank you for reading the sample for our 2nd issue! If you’d like to read the full
issue, you can find it HERE!
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